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About This Game

Arma Tactics is a turn-based close-combat strategy game, where you take control of a four-member Special Forces team. There
are no given strategies, rails to move on, or paths to follow; it‘s up to you to decide how you will play through both the story-

driven missions and generated missions with randomized objectives. Whether using stealth or a more direct approach, you will
need to use your strategic thinking and use both basic and advanced weaponry while facing many different opponents - ranging

from unorganized local militia to smart and skilled mercenaries.

With highly replayable missions, achievements, weapons to unlock and two single-player campaigns, Arma Tactics offers many
hours of intense ever-changing action.
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This was antempt to make something diffrent but left it broken , dont buy. The game is wonderfull, but it is unplayable in the
current "patched"state. I do not know what they fixed, but I know what they broke - the operators are dead instead of
incapacitated. Just says not enough AP. This can occur at any time - when you are shot at or even after you used stim-pack, it
just dies anyway. This last "patch"is catastrophic. I love the game, I try to play it and find workarounds constantly. But no luck
so far. Cannot recommend it.
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